9th CVIF
Dynamic Learning Program (DLP) Workshop
June 3 - 5, 2019
Michael Richartz Hall, University of San Carlos (Talamban)
Cebu City, 6000 Philippines

Process-induced Deep Learning for K to G12 and Beyond
No need for homework nor after-school tutoring
More time for holistic development and creativity

Learning Sessions
Main Facilitators: Dr. Christopher C. Bernido and Dr. M. Victoria Carpio-Bernido
with CVIF Faculty and Smart DLP Ambassadors

• CVIF-DLP Essential Features; Research Updates; Implementation Challenges
• Syllabus and Daily Learning Activity Sheet (LAS) Development
• Day-long DLP Simulation* with self-selected full Content Blocks from CVIF LAS menu
  ◦ Elementary Arithmetic, Algebra, Trigonometry, and Geometry
  ◦ General Math, Pre-calculus and Calculus, Probability and Statistics, R
  ◦ Biosciences, Chemistry and Physics
  ◦ Biodiversity and Coral Reef Conservation
  ◦ Management, Marketing, Economics
  ◦ Languages and Arts
  ◦ Social Sciences and Ethics
  ◦ Practical Research
  ◦ Coding (Java, Python)

*For Day 2, please bring basic multicolor writing and measuring instruments, reference materials, smart phones with personal listening accessories, laptop for programming blocks.

Workshop Fee: PhP 3,200 (local) or US$80 (foreign) covers registration, kit with activity sheets, certificate, afternoon snacks on Day 1, lunch and snacks on Day 2, and morning snacks on Day 3. Pre-registration is advised as slots are limited. Early bird discounted fee is PhP 3,000 up to 30 April 2019. Please deposit payments to:
  Metrobank (Jagna)
  Account Number: 707-3-70701638-9
  Account Name: Central Visayan Institute Foundation Inc.
  Landbank (Tagbilaran City)
  Account Number: 0611-2087-40
  Please e-mail scanned copy of the deposit slip to: cvif.jagna@gmail.com. Official receipts will be issued.

Accommodation
Participants should directly contact their lodging of choice. A Google search yields affordable rates at hotels and pension houses near the venue.

For communications:
Central Visayan Institute Foundation
Jagna, 6308 Bohol, Philippines
E-mail: cvif.jagna@gmail.com
Telephone: 63-38-2382 219
Fax: 63-38-2383 157
Mobile: +63-920-9457357